Richco is pleased to announce the addition of the SMWSLT series. This addition complements Richco’s extensive line of wire saddles. The Side Mount Wire Saddle gives a versatile and flexible solution to routing and managing cable in confined spaces in metal chassis. Unlike most standard wire saddles, which are usually mounted via a pre-drilled hole, the SMWSLT enables side entry into a pre-punched/pressed slot without any under-board protrusion. The saddle completely removes the risk of rotation and therefore avoids putting stress and pressure on routed cabling. The clamp can also be easily removed from the chassis by pressing on the locking tab. The top entry locking clip mechanism enables ease of cable installation and maintenance. To review our other wire saddles and cable management products, please refer to the Richco Full Line Catalog #26.

**Benefits:**
- Quick & easy to install/remove, especially in confined space
- No Protrusion through the chassis
- Greater stability - no risk of rotation
- Can be mounted in the chassis in any direction or angle
- Top entry clip allows ease of access for cable installation/maintenance
- Removable

**Target Markets:**
- Telecom-Racks & Panels
- Television-LCD & Plasma
- White Goods
- Heating & Ventilation
- Copy Machines